
SECUMAR introduces revolutionary new children’s 
lifejackets  
 
and further range improvements for 2015. 

 

SECUMAR Mini (15-30 kg)  
 

 

SECUMAR Junior (20-50 kg)  
 

2015 sees the launch of two unique and revolutionary lifejackets for children as well 
as other improvements throughout the range. 
 
SECUMAR MINI: The smallest inflatable lifejacket in the world yet offering the highest 
specification. Designed for children between 15 kg and 30 kg (33 – 66 lbs) it carries 
a 16g CO₂ cylinder to ensure it meets the full 150N classification – far in excess of 
any fixed foam buoyancy aid. 
 
Developing and constructing life-saving equipment for children requires huge 
commitment and integrity – that’s why the front opening is secured three ways, with 
a front zip, tie cord and click buckle, the new buoyancy bladder has small winglets 
on either side for more freeboard and stability in the water and also features 
SECUMAR’s DUO-PROTECT twin-skin technology. If the outer fabric is punctured, the 
inner membrane will remain inflated and if both are pierced, the inner will stretch to 
cover the outer hole and seal it. There is a firm handle on the back to hold onto or 
lift with, an integral harness with a stainless D-ring and the outer cover is held 
closed with a ‘Quickburst’ zip for less bulk and faster opening. However immediately 
obvious is the way it looks and fits thanks to its bright red and yellow livery with a 
small ‘pirate’ logo and new ergonomic pre-formed shoulders making it extremely 
comfortable to wear. 



 
SECUMAR JUNIOR: Perfect for young sailors between 20 kg and 50 kg (44 – 110 lbs), 
this lifejacket conforms to the full 150N classification with its 22g CO₂ cylinder and 
automatic inflation and also features SECUMAR’s newly developed pre-formed 
shoulders, stabilizing ‘winglets’ and tried and tested DUO-PROTECT twin-skin 
technology for safe and comfortable kids! 
 
 
SECUMAR ULTRA: Classic lifejacket made even better! The three model ULTRA range 
receives a complete face-lift with a new tougher outer cover in ‘anthracite’, orange 
piping and a wider orange fleece collar. It still remains an ideal 150N class lifejacket 
for use with lighter clothing, being about the flattest in its class so it doesn’t catch 
on the lifelines if sitting out on the rail and in common with all SECUMAR auto-
inflatable lifejackets, can be changed to manual operation in under a minute. Again, 
crotch strap is standard on all models. 
 
SECUMAR ECHO: This 50N buoyancy aid aimed at rowers, paddlers and kayakers also 
receives a facelift with a fresher look – white piping and a red zip setting off the red 
and navy body. The easy-adjust belt makes it easy to wear and ‘snug-up’ to fit the 
body. 
 
 
The complete SECUMAR range can be seen at: 
• Hanseboot, Hamburg, 25-10-14 to 2-11-14 (Stand B5 B163) 
• METS, Amsterdam, 18-11-14 to 20-11-14 (Stand O4.332) 
• Nautic, Paris, 6-12-14 to 14-12-14  
• Boot, Duesseldorf, 17-01-15 to 25-01 15 (Stand: Halle 11 D 42) 
 
 
Bernhardt Apparatebau GmbH u. Co. has for decades stood for innovative products 
and with constant development and the highest quality assurance has become a 
world leader in the area of life saving and associated equipment. 
 
For further information, visit www.secumar.com or contact info@secumar.com or call 
+49 4103 1250  
Bernhardt Apparatebau GmbH u. Co., Bredhornweg 39, 25488 Holm, Germany. 
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